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Towards optimal use of high-resolution observations 
and flow-dependent assimilation, also in nowcasting range
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- 4D-Var multiple outer loop version, coupled 
to full range of “operational”observations, 
optimizing computational performance

- Implementation and sensitivity/validation 
studies with LETKF and hybrid 3/4D EnVar 

- Assimilation setups for nowcasting

- New observations: GNSS slant delays, 
cloudy radiances, amateur weather 
stations, smartphones, preparations for 
next generation satellites

- Re-analysis activities (e.g. CARRA)

- Testing observation preprocessing with 
SAPP



- Convection-related problems

- Problems with severe convection due to 
several causes

- Short-term corrective actions in Cy40h1.1 

- surface evaporation/ assimilation 

- activeness shallow convection, 
turbulence 

- cloud microphysics. 

- Aerosol: Sea salt, sulphate implemented in 
radiation parametrization; Impact small but 
positive when significant aerosol  are present

Forecast model
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Towards the hectometric scale
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Including ensemble nowcasting setups ...



Surface analysis 
and modelling

- Preparations to replace OI with SEKF

- Experimentation with SEKF and satellite 
surface observations  

- Explore alternatives to (parts of) CANARI 
horizontal interpolation: Gridpp

- Surfex v8.1: upgrade of soil, snow, urban 
modules. Also improved versions of sea ice 
and lake modules introduced. Proposed 
combination of new/upgraded schemes to 
be tested in coming year.

- Coupled atmosphere- ocean wave and 
coupled surface – hydrology modelling
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Probabilistic forecasting

- Operational or pre-operational 
HarmonEPS suites in Dk, Ir, Nl, No-Sw-Fi, 
Sp (typically 10-20 members, 2.5km)

- Stopping hydrostatic GLAMEPS production 
by mid-July 2019

- Making ensembles suitable in nowcasting 
range through e.g. overlapping windows 
cycling strategy 

- EDA perturbations and surface field 
perturbations clearly beneficial for 
spread/skill ratio. 

- Experimenting with SPPT, SPP and 
different pattern generators

- Intercomparison of different LBC 
perturbations: SLAF, 1h ENS comparable 
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Aim for single common verification package: HARP
- HARP-v1: probabilistic verification
- HARP-v2: spatial verification included
- ~End 2018: beta-release of HARP-v3: integration of in-situ and 
conditional verification, more user-friendly interface

Optimizing code/modernizing scripts and repository:
* Overhaul of parts of scripting system
* Move to git repository                                  
* Optimization of microphysics/EDMF code, improve 

parallellization of 4D-Var 
* Next: single vs double precision (Cy43)
* Engaging in longer-term collaboration with computational 

science institutes (BSC) on code optimization 

Verification, system
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MetCoop NordNWP (orig) UWC East 
(MetCoop +Baltic)
and West
(Dk, Ic, Ir, Nl)

Operational cooperation between 
HIRLAM services increasing swiftly 
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Have a fruitful meeting and enjoy your time in Salzburg!
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